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Vision
• Provide the knowledge of Literature, its background with philosophy.
• Developing the skills of Language, teaching and critical ability to understand literature.
• Provide the opportunity for needy to get job in regional, state and national level.
• To develop the awareness of environment. Importance of nature in human life and values.
• To develop the maturity of mind, maturity of thought and maturity of expression.
Mission
• To know the Hindi Language and get the knowledge of Hindi Literature to adopt research
work and understand the Indian Society, Culture, Heritage and values.
• To impart the history of Hindi literature, the Knowledge of Ancient, Medieval and Modern
literature will be obtained with knowledge of subaltern studies, Dalit and Women
discourse.
• To know the Hindi language and knowledge of Hindi literature to get capability to teach
Hindi as language or literature in School, College and University.
• To get knowledge of language and literature to qualify public examinations and get an
opportunity to serve for Nation.
• To know the Translation methods of Hindi form different languages and get an eligibility
to work of Translation in Hindi form other Languages in official and non-official level.
➢ The Department of Hindi offering 38 courses to develop language skills, knowledge of
Hindi literature written by Hindi Scholars from all over country and as well as around the
world. Where capacity of Translation professional behavior of Official language and field
of Journalism and Mass Communications are also critical ability for analysis of the
literature and further research work. In the two years M.A. Hindi program, students has to
read 12 Core papers out of 38 Courses, which are mandatory for all.
Programme Specific Outcomes
➢ Other than Core Courses student has to opt any one out of three compulsory foundations
and one from two Elective Foundation along with additional Audit Course for Zero credits
in I and II semesters. In III and IV semester student has to opt two Generic Elective Course
out of four in each semester, along with Mandatory paper of Skill Oriented and
Multidisciplinary Course in each semester, and they has to opt minimum one Open

Elective from other discipline offered by other department in both semesters. M.A.
program offered by department of Hindi is going to cover 12 Core Courses, 2 Compulsory
foundation, 2 Elective Foundation, 2 Audit Course, 4 Generic Elective, one Skill Oriented
and One Multidisciplinary Course and 2 Open Elective (12+2+2+4+1+1+2=24x4=96
Credits) majorly four field of Hindi Knowledge ie History, Language, Literature,
Philosophy other than Audit Course.
➢ In New syllabus department offering Job oriented Course which will help to pass all types
of Competitive exams in state and National level along with further study for research
work. • Department has fully adopted the syllabus of UGC to pass all types of
examinations in different level and get job opportunity in Hindi field.
➢ The Programme is covered Regional and International Literature along with the literature
of Hindi for development of National Integrity, introduced the course on Translated Indian
Literature, Comparative Indian Literature course along with Literature of Dalit, Tribal and
Women for development of understanding of Socio-cultural scenario.
➢ To cover regional Importance of Culture and Literature. Department is offering a course on
Hindi Literature of Andhra for understanding the contribution of Telugu speaking Hindi
writers of Andhra Pradesh, along with Study of Comparative Literature course.
➢ To know the writing skill of NRI writers and contribution of them towards Hindi title we
introduced a course called Pravasi Literature for understanding the International writing of
Hindi.
➢ To understand the Hindi Language in historical, Philosophical and Practical way and also
Literature of Hindi in all types such as Poetry, Prose, Novel, short stories, Drama and One
Act Play, Essays, Criticism, Autobiography, etc.
➢ Department introduced program to understand Philosophy of Hindi Language and
Literature, Indian and Western poetics, Modern Literary Critical theories and literary
movements.
➢ Department is offered course to learn the History of Hindi Language and Literature-Old,
Medieval and Modern Period to present time and Indian Comparative Literature.
➢ Human Values and Ethics-two Common papers implemented by the guidance of university
adopted syllabus as per the guidance of university and prepared by the dept. of Philosophy.
➢ Department of Hindi offering two papers as External Elective for other department student,

coming from different discipline to learn the language and Literature of Hindi in general.
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(M.A.HINDI SYLLABUS
Semester-I
Components of
Study

Title of the Course

101 Sahitya ka Itihas
Core102 Pracheen evam Madhaykaleen Kavya
Mandatory
103 Aadhunik Kavita
104 Samkaleen Kavita
Compulsory
105-A-Samsamyik Kavita
FoundationB-Sahityandolan
Opt. 1
C-Sahitya ki Vaichariki
Elective
106-A- Bhasha Vignan aur Hindi Bhasha
Foundation
B-Patrakarita aur Jansanchar madhayam
Opt. 1
Audit Course
107-Human Values & Professional Ethics-I
Semester-II
201-Aadhunik Sahitya ka Itihas
Core202-Katha Sahitya
Mandatory
203-Nataya Sahitya
204-Aalochana Sahitya
Compulsory
205-A-Gadhya Sahitya
Foundation
B-Anya Gadhya Sahitya
Opt. 1
C- Andhra ka Hindi Sahitya
Elective
206 A-Prayojanmulak Hindi aur Rajbhasha
Foundation
B-Anuvad ke Sidhanta aur Prayog
Opt.1
Audit Course
207- Human Values & Professional Ethics-II
Semester-III
Core301-Bhartiya Kavya Shastra ki Parampara
Mandatory
302- Hindi Kavya Shastra ka Vikas
303-A-Dalit Sahitya
Generic
B-Aadivasi Sahitya
Elective
C- Narivadi Sahitya
Opt. 2
D- Pravasi Sahitya
Skill Oriented 304-Bhasha Shikshan ke Sidhanta aur Prayog
CourseMandatory
Open Elective 305-A-Vyavharik Hindi Vyakaran
Opt. 1
B-Hindi Sahitya ke Nirmata
Semester-IV
Core401-Bhartiya Tulnatmak Sahitya
Mandatory
402-Paschatya Samiksha Shastra
403-A-Anudit Bhartiya Sahitya
Generic
B-Asmitamulak Sahitya Vimarsha
Elective
C-Sahitya ka Tulnatmak Adhayayan
Opt. 2
D-Anusandhan ke Sidhanta aur Dristiya
Multidiscipli
404-Antar Jananushasnatmak Dristiya
nary Courseaur Pravidhiya
Mandatory
Open Elective 405-A-Manak Hindi aur Nagrilipi
Opt. 1
B-Aadhunik Hindi Sahitya ke Nirmata
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(M.A.HINDI SYLLABUS)

Core Course
Code-101
Internal Marks-20


Semester-I
Title of the course :Credit -4
Sahitya ka Itihas
End Semester Examination Marks:-80

Course objective
1. Student will get an introduction of history of Hindi literature, related on ancient and
medieval period, along with literary forms, writing of poets and importance of their
writing.
2. Student will be able to get knowledge of ancient, medieval literature, its trends,
important writing and its values and relevance to that particular period.
3. Student will be able to get knowledge of various sections of devotional literature in
Hindi.
4. Students will be able to understand the social, political, cultu ral and historical
background of ancient and medieval literature.

 Core-Semester-I-Mandatory-101
I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.



Course- Out come
1. The tradition of writing history of Hindi literature along with determining the time
division of Hindi literature will get the knowledge of the background of the
particular period of literature.
2. The origin and traditional development of the Bhakti literature and its trends and
movements of particular period.
3. The development of ancient literary traditions in medieval poetry in the level of
language, expressions and human kindness.
4. The form of devotional literature and achievement of the writers and philosophers
in the Bhakti movements at national level.
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Semester-I
Core Course
Title of the course:Credit -4
Code no.102
Pracheen Evam Madhya Kaleen Kavya
Internal Marks-20
End Semester Examination Marks:-80


Course Objective
1. Introduction of trends of the ancient literature developed in medieval poetry.
2. Special refrence of ancient and medieval poetry with the background of literature.
3. Student will be known about the ancient and medieval literature, especial reference
of great writers of the particular peried.
4. Student will be able to get knowledge of different trends, branches of ancient and
medieval literature.

 Core-Semester-I-Mandatory-102
I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.



Course Out comes
1.
2.
3.
4.

Student will get information about ancient literature with especial study of
Chandbardai, Vidyapati and Ameer Khusro.
Student will get the knowledge of the poetry of Kabeer, Tulasi, Jaysi and Surdash in
medical Hindi literature under the background of Bhakti movement.
Student will get the knowledge of the poetry of Bihari and Ghananand in Post
medieval Hindi literature.
Overall the student will get knowledge of ancient and medieval literature in the
practical study with their social and philosophical era.
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Core Course
Code-103
Internal Marks-20


Semester-I
Title of the course :Credit -4
Aadunik Kavita
End Semester Examination Marks:-80

Course Objective
1. Student able to know modern Hindi poetry in the background of independent
movements,
2. Able to know how writers developed the awareness in Indian society to develop
themselves and improve their confidence level to fight against British government
for freedom.
3. Able to know how writers adopted literary movement of romanticism in Hindi
literature, express their feelings and common man feeling of life in different level
in poetry.
4. Student will be able to know the characteristics of post romanticism poetry along
with the introduction of different issues and subjects in their poetry.

 Core-Semester-I Mandatory-103
I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.



Course out comes
1. Student will know the reflextion of independent movement and renaissance of
Indian society in modern poetry.
2. Student will be able to get knowledge of their characteristics by knowing the
essence of the poems of pre independent poets.
3. Student will know the subject, theme, characters, literary forms along with the
development of Khari boli as the language of poetry.
4. Knowing the movement of romanticism in Hindi literarture, theme of the poetry,
love of the nature, feeling of the mankind and society in their poems.
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Core Course
Code no.104
Internal Marks-20


Semester-I
Title of the course :Credit -4
Samkaleen Kavitha
End Semester Examination Marks:-80

Course Objective
1. Student will be able to understand the poetry of post romantic period like –
progressive, anti progressive, experimental and contemporary writing of poets.
2. Students will be able to get knowledge of philosophical background and
ideological movement of progressive, post prograssive literature, social and
political areas.
3. Student will be able to get knowledge of contemporary poetry, its social
awareness, philosophical base and its reflection in Hindi literature.
4. Student will be able to aware post independent social, political, ideology
development of poetry in modern period and its achievements, presented by
contemporary poets in their writing.

 Core-Semester-I Mandatory-104
I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

 Course Outcomes
1. Knowledge of the poems of progressive, experimental, new and contemporary
trends of poetry in Hindi.
2. Student will get the meaning of the poems of different poets and their poetry,
especial context to modern period.
3. Student will get the knowledge of new trends of Hindi poems and its issues
express by the poets in different manner to understand their present time.
4. Student will understand the contemporary poems, its subjects, characters, ideology,
their activities, reflections and reactions.
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Compulsory Foundation
Course Code no.105 A
Internal Marks-20

Semester-I
Title of the course:Credit -4
Samsamyik Kavita
End Semester Examination Marks:-80

 Course Objective
1. Students will be able to get knowledge of philosophical background, ideological
movement of literature, post colonial poetry along with social and political areas.
2. Student will be able to understand the poetry of contemporary period like –post
emergency period, ideological, philosophical, socialogical and political movement
of India reflected in contemporary writing.
3. Student will be able to get knowledge of contemporary poetry, along with social
awareness, philosophical base and reflection of Femanist, Dalit and Trible
movement in Hindi poetry.
4. Student will be able to aware post independent social, political, ideological
development of poetry in contemporary period and its achievements.

 Compulsory Foundation-Opt. I-105 A
I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.



Course Out Comes
1. Knowledge of the poems of contemporary trends-progressive, experimental, new
and contemporary trends of poetry in Hindi.
2. Student will get the meaning of the poems of different poets and their poetry,
especial context to contemporary period.
3. Student will get the knowledge of new trends of Hindi poems and its issues
express by Femanist, Dalit and Trible poets in different manner to understand their
present time.
4. Student will understand the contemporary poems, its subjects, characters, ideology,
their activities, reflections and reactions.
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Compulsory Foundation
Course Code no.105 B
Internal Marks-20


Semester-I
Title of the course:Credit -4
Sahityik Andolan
End Semester Examination Marks:-80

Course Objective
1. Student will know about the importance of literary movements in literature.
2. Student will be able to know the Bhakti movement of medieval period,
independent movement, romantic movement and its reflections in literature.
3. Student will be able to get knowledge of progressive movement, changes world
scenario, reflections in literature and cultural development of committed writers.
4. Student will be get the information of Dalit and feminist movement for democratic
rights in Indian society for reformation of culturally, socially, ideologically and
philosophically.

 Compulsory Foundation-Opt. I-105 B
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.



Course Out Comes
1. Student will get knowledge of Bhakti movement of medieval period in arts, culture
and literature.
2. Student will understand independent, romantic movement and its reflection in
literature.
3. Student will be able to get knowledge of progressive and janvadi movement in
Hindi literature.
4. Student will be get knowledge of Dalit, Tribal and Feminist movement in Indian
socity for democratic right to reformation and get equality in Indian society.
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Compulsory Foundation
Course Code-105C
Internal Marks-20


Semester-I
Title of the course:Credit -4
Sahitya Ki Vaichariki
End Semester Examination Marks:-80

Course Objective
1. Philosophical background of history of literature will be known with traditions of
historiography especial referernce to modernity.
2. Student will understand the critical and methodological base of renecienss and
Independence movement in literary forms.
3. Student will know the concepts of medievality and modernity, various ideological
philosophical developments in Hindi literature.
4. Student will understand the Historical materialist, ideological development of
modern philosophy like democracy, socilism, Gandhian and Ambedkar philosophy
along with litrary trends.

 Compulsory Foundation-Opt. I-105 C
I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.



Course Out Comes
1. Student will know the litrary traditions and modernity, renecienss and indipendent
movement along with philosophy in Hindi literature.,
2. Renecienss in Indian society especial reference to Hindi speaking states and
development of khariboli in Bhartenduyuga and Divediyuga.
3. Knowledge of various theories to understand the medievality and modernity,
critical theory of history of literature and knowledge of historical materialistic
development of philosophy.
4. Student will get knowledge of organic evolutional philosophy with different
ideologies to understand constitutional rights, democracy, socilism, Gandhism
Ambekarism and feminism in Hindi literature.
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Elective Foundation
Course Code-106A
Internal Marks-20


Semester-I
Title of the course :Credit -4
BhashaVignan aur Hindi Bhasha
End Semester Examination Marks:-80

Course Objective
1. Able to know the development of language, vocabularies, words, terms, scripts and
their nature, types, division, braches, importance, characteristics and historical
development of Indo-Aryan languages, vedic culture, the origin and development
of Hindi language.
2. Student will be able to know the introduction of linguistics, various method of
study of sounds, word form, phonology, stylistics, etc.
3. Understand the nature, scope, importance, division and subdivision of language,
base and concept of linguistical forms, morphology, syntax, semantics, vocabulary
and structural meaning of Hindi language.
4. Learning the various forms of Hindi sounds and will be familiar with Hindi
composition, understand the syntax, vocabulary, script, and the problems of Hindi
language in practical.

 Elective Foundation-Opt.I-106 A
I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.



Course out comes
1. They will acquire the knowledge of definitions, types, divisions and braches of
linguistics; understand the history of Indo-Aryan languages with origin and
development of Hindi language.
2. They know the background of development of linguistics and languages-like
sociological, psychological, historical, cultural and ideological along with
classification of Hindi sounds and knowledge of Hindi vocabulary.
3. They will know the importance of language as communication source; understand
the meanings, form and syntax, development of Hindi Pronouns and Devanagari
script.
4. They will understand the meaning of phonetics, directions of sound, nature of
morphology, phonology and philosophy of language.
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Semester-I
Elective Foundation
Title of the course:Credit -4
Course Code-106 B
Patrakarita aur Jansanchar Madhyayam
Internal Marks-20
End Semester Examination Marks:-80


Course Objective
1. Introduction to nature and development of journalism and electronic media along
with the beginning of journalism in India and the introduction of Hindi journalism.
2. Will be familiar with the knowledge of journalism, writing and concept of news in
Hindi, art of editing and writing related to journalism and the fundamental rights of
journalism in democracy.
3. To understand the nature of mass media and the development of media in India,
the means of telecommunication and the revolution of mechanical communication.
4. Writing skills of mass media and development of electronic medium, uses of
internet in journalism and mass communications.

 Elective Foundation-Opt.I-106 B
I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.



Course- Out Comes
1. They will get knowledge of the beginning of journalism and cultural development
of Hindi journalism along with nature of mass media and the development of
electronic media.
2. Student will get the knowledge of independent journalism, genres of writing,
concept of news and telecommunication, revolution of mechanical communication.
3. They will know the general principles of editing, writing skills of journalistm,
fundamental rights and knowledge of electronic media.
4. They will understand the working methods of mass media, development and
importance of internet in world media in present scenario.
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Semester-I
Audit Course
Title of the course:Credit -0
Code no.107
Human values and Professional Ethics-I
Internal Marks-00
End Semester Examination Marks:-00


Course Objective
1.
2.
3.
4.





Knowing about nature of ethics and nature of values.
Getting to know the ahimsa, satya and brahamacharys.
Knowing about Bhagvad Gita and Buddhism.
Crime and theories of punishment.

Syllabus
I.

Definition and Nature of Ethics – Its relation to Religion Politics, Business, Legal,
Medical and Environment. Need and Importance of Professional Ethics – Goals –
Ethical Values in various professions.

II.

Nature of Values – Good and Bad , Ends and Means, Actual and potential Values,
Objective and Subjective Values, Analysis of basic moral concepts – right, ought,
duty, obligation, justice, responsibility and freedom, Good behavior and respect for
elders.

III.

Ahimsa (Non- Violence), Satya (Truth), Brahmacharya (celibacy), Asteya(Non
possession) and Aparigraha ( Non – stealing). Purusharthas (Cardinal virtues) –
Dharma (Righteousness), Artha (Wealth), Kamal (Fulfillment Bodily Desires),
Mokshal (Liberation).

IV.

Bhagavad Gita- (a) Niskama karma. (b) Buddhism – The Four Noble Truths –
Arya astanga marga, (c) Jainism – mahavratas and anuvratas. Values Embedded in
Various Religious, Relirious Tolerance, Gandhian Ethics.

V.

Crime and Theories of punishment- (a) Reformative, Retributive and Deterrent. (b)
Views on manu and Yajnavalkya.

Course outcomes
1.
2.
3.
4.

Student will get knowledge nature of ethics and nature of values.
Student gaining knowledge of the ahimsa, satya, brahamacharya.
Student will get knowledge about Bhagvad Gita and Buddhism.
Gaining knowledge of the crime and theories of punishment.
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Core Course
Code-201
Internal Marks-20


Semester-II
Title of the course:Credit -4
Adhunik Sahitya Ka Itihas
End Semester Examination Marks:-80

Course Objective
1. Features of pre independent literature and various conditions of modern times will
be familiar with the development of Hindi renaissance period, at the time of
romanticism, consciousness and the features of renaissance period.
2. Student will get knowledge of various trends of romanticism, progressivism and
post colonial poetry and different trends of prose.
3. Student will be familiar with Hindi prose and its writers, their writing in different
field and development of modern trends of literature.
4. Student will be familiar with the background of modern literature-social, political,
cultural, philosophical and ideological development in language, expressions,
ethics and characteristics condition and direction in Hindi prose and poetry.

 Core-Mandatory-201
I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.



Course Out comes
1. There will get knowledge of various conditions of independent and renaissance era
and the development of Hindi romanticism.
2. Student will get knowledge of various trends of romanticism, prograssivism and
post colonial development of Hindi prose and its trends.
3. Student will get knowledge of pre and post independent trends of poetry and prose
like novel, stories, dramas, one act plays, essays and criticism in modern Hindi
literature.
4. Student will get knowledge with the development of traditions in modern era and
their atmosphere, time, condition and directions in Hindi literature.
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Core Course
Code-202
Internal Marks-20


Semester-II
Title of the course :Credit -4
Katha Sahitya
End Semester Examination Marks:-80

Course Objective
1. Student will be able to know about the major novelists and short story writers and
their writings in deferent period.
2. Student will know about the major novels and short stories in Hindi.
3. Student will get the knowledge of the traditions, types of novels and short stories
in Hindi.
4. Student will be able to get the knowledge of Hindi short stories covered by
different issues, problems and reflections of the Indian society.

 Core-Mandatory-202
I.

II.



Course Out come
1. Student will be able to understand the Indian society by reading the major novel of
Hindi.
2. Student will be able to understand the various dimensions of human life depicted
in the short stories of Hindi.
3. Students will be able to know the socio-political, cultural problems and goodness
by reading the characters depicted in Hindi short stories.
4. Knowledge of socio-historical political background by reading the major
characters of novels and short stories in Hindi.
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Core Course
Code-203
Internal Marks-20


Semester-II
Title of the course :Credit -4
Natya Sahitya
End Semester Examination Marks:-80

Course Objective
1. Student will know about the major dramatists and play writers in Hindi.
2. Student will get the knowledge of one act play in Hindi by reading main one act play.
3. Student will be able to get the knowledge of Hindi plays covered by different social
issues and human problems in Indian society.
4. Students will be able to know the socio-political, cultural problems and goodness by
reading the characters depicted in Hindi dramas and one act play.

 Core-Mandatory-203
I.

II.



Course Out come
1. Student will be able to understand the Indian society by reading the major play of
Hindi.
2. Student will be able to understand the various dimensions of human life depicted in
the one act play of Hindi.
3. Students will be able to know the socio-political, cultural problems and goodness by
reading the characters depicted in Hindi one-act play.
4. Knowledge of socio-historical political background by reading the major characters of
drama and one act play in Hindi.
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Core Course
Code-204
Internal Marks-20


Semester-II
Title of the course :Credit -4
Aalochana Sahitya
End Semester Examination Marks:-80

Course Objective
1. Student will be able to be aware of Hindi criticism, its subjects, issues raised
by their writers and critics.
2. Student will be able to know the definitions, trends, types, importance and
values of criticism of Hindi.
3. Student will be able to understand the nature of theoretical, ideological and
historical development of criticism.
4. Student will get knowledge of Hindi criticism, its trends, major critics and their
writings.

 Core-Mandatory-204
I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.



Course out- comes
1. Knowledge of criticism of Hindi, its traditional base of development.
2. Knowledge of criticism, its trends, philosophical background, ideological
development and historical process.
3. Knowledge of criticism of Hindi writers, their trends, philosophical, critical and
theoretical development in practical criticism and its values implemented by
different critics.
4. Importance of major critical trends and their critics, writing of criticism and their
contribution in development of Hindi criticism.
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Compulsory Foundation
Course Code-205A
Internal Marks-20


Semester-II
Title of the course:Credit -4
Gadhya Sahitya
End Semester Examination Marks:-80

Course Objective
1. Student will be able to aware of Hindi essays and autobiography, its subjects,
issues raised by their writers.
2. Student will be able to know the definitions, trends, types, importance, values of
essay and autobiography in Hindi.
3. Student will be able to understand the nature of theoretical, ideological, historical
development of essays and autobiography writing.
4. Student will get the knowledge of Hindi essays, autobiography, its trends, major
writers and their writings.

 Compulsory Foundation-Opt.I-205 AI.

II.



Course out- comes
1. Knowledge of essays, autobiography of Hindi and its traditional base of
development.
2. Knowledge of essays, autobiography and its trends, philosophical background,
ideological development and historical process.
3. Knowledge of essays, autobiography of Hindi writers and their trends,
philosophical, theoretical development of essays, autobiography and its values
implemented by different writers.
4. Importance of essays, major autobiography, trends and contribution of their writers
in development of Hindi essays and autobiography.
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Compulsory Foundation
Course Code-205B
Internal Marks-20


Semester-II
Title of the course:Credit -4
Anya Gadhya Sahitya
End Semester Examination Marks:-80

Course Objective
1. Student will be able to understand Hindi Prose, its subjects, issues raised by their
writers.
2. Student will be able to know the definitions, trends, types, importance and values
of Prose in Hindi.
3. Student will be able to understand the nature of theoretical, ideological and
historical development of prose writing.
4. Student will get knowledge of Hindi prose, its trends of major writers and their
writings.

 Compulsory Foundation-Opt.I-205 B
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.



Course out- comes
1. Knowledge of Hindi prose and its traditional base of development.
2. Importance of prose, its tread, philosophical background, ideological development
and historical process.
3. Knowledge of Hindi prose writers, their trends, philosophical and theoretical
development of prose and its values implemented by different writers.
4. Importance of major prose trends, their writers, writing of prose and their
contribution in development of Hindi prose.
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Compulsory Foundation
Course Code-205C
Internal Marks-20


Semester-II
Title of the course:Credit -4
Andhra ka Hindi Sahitya
End Semester Examination Marks:-80

Course objective
1. Introduction of history of Hindi literature written by Andhra writers, its trends
along with literary forms, writing of poets and importance of their writhing.
2. Student will be able to get the knowledge of literature, its trends, important
writing, its values and relevance to that particular period writers of Andhra.
3. Student will be able to get the knowledge of various sections of literature in Hindi
writer by Andhra Hindi writers.
4. Students will be able to understand the social, political, cultural and historical
background of Hindi literature writer by Andhra Hindi writers.

 Compulsory Foundation-Opt.I-205 C
I.

II.
III.

IV.
V.



Course- Out come
1. The tradition of writing Hindi literature by Hindi writers of Andhra along with
determining the time division of Hindi literature and background of the periodical
literature.
2. The origin and traditional development of Hindi literature by Hindi writers of
Andhra and its trends.
3. The development of Hindi literature writern by Hindi writers of Andhra, literary
traditions in poetry and prose, development of Hindi language, expressions and
human kindness by their writing in Hindi.
4. The form and achievement of the writings, philosophical, socialogical and
pshycological background of their literature and contribution in national level.
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Semester-II
Title of the course:Credit -4
Elective Foundation
Proyajan
Mulak
Hindi
aur
Rajbhasha
Course Code-206A
Internal Marks-20
End Semester Examination Marks:-80


Course Objective
1. Student will be able to aware of the various trends of Functional and Rajbhasha Hindi,
familiar with office correspondence, its various forms of note writing.
2. Student will be able to get acquainted with the main elements of functional Hindi and
the mutual correspondence between the state and central governments in Hindi.
3. Student will get knowledge of functional Hindi in practical as official language.
4. Knowing personal administrative, finance and public relations management. Get to
know about functional Hindi and letter writing in Hindi as official language .

 Elective Foundation-Opt.I-206 A
I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.



Course Out Comes
1. Knowledge of the various trends of Functional Hindi, Rajbhasha Hindi and its
constitutional importance.
2. Knowledge of key elements of Functional Hindi and correspondence language
of central and state government official work.
3. Student will get knowledge of correspondence and its types, official mailing,
drafting, noting, corresponding types and its various forms in Functional Hindi.
4. Student will get knowledge of official language Hindi, personal administrative,
and finance and public relations management in Hindi language, utility of
Hindi language in official level, letter writing and using of technical
vocabulary.
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Elective Foundation
Course Code-206B
Internal Marks-20


Semester-II
Title of the course:Credit -4
Anuvad ke Sidhanth aur Prayog
End Semester Examination Marks:-80

Course objective
1. Student will be able to know the meanings, types, process, methods and
importance of translation.
2. Student will get to know the definitions, types, branches, tools of translation along
with the various problems, solutions and linguistics issues in particular field.
3. Student will be able to understand the nature, types, principles, importance and
uses of term of translation in practice.
4. Student will be able to get the knowledge of different types, features and
constructions of translation in different field and discipline of knowledge.

 Elective Foundation-Opt.I-206 B
I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.



Course out comes
1. Student will get to know of the form, process and methods of translation.
2. Student will gain the knowledge of types of translation as well as problems of
translation.
3. Student will acquire the knowledge of translation tools and various branches of
translation.
4. Student will know the principle of construction, nature and importance of
translation in practical.
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Semester-II
Audit Course
Title of the course:Credit -0
Code no.207
Human Values and Professional Ethics-II
Internal Marks-00
End Semester Examination Marks:-00





Course Objective
1. Knowing about nature of value education and medical ethics.
2. Getting to know the business and environmental ethics.
3. Knowing about the social ethics.



Syllabus
1.

Value Education Definition-relevance to present day – Concept of Human Values
– self introspection to Self esteem. Family values Components, structure and
responsibilities of family Neutralization of anger- Adjustability – Threats of family
life- Status of women in family and society – Caring for needy and elderly – Time
allotment for sharing ideas and concerns.

2.

Medical ethics – Views of Charaka, Sushruta and Hippocatus on moral
responsibility – of- medical practitioners. Code of ethics for medical and
healthcare professionals, Euthanasia, Ethical obligation to animals, Ethical issues
in relation to health care professionals and patients. Social justice in health care,
human cloning, problems of abortion. Ethical issues in genetic engineering an
Ethical issues raised by new biological technology of or Knowledge.

3.

Business ethics – Ethical standards of business – Immoral and illegal practices and
there solutions. Characterises of ethical problems in management, ethical theories,
and causes of unethical behaviour, ethical abuses and work ethics.

4.

Environmental ethics – Ethical theory, man and nature – Ecological crisis, Pest
control, Pollution and waste, Climate change, Energy and Population, Justice and
environmental health.

5.

Social ethics – Organ trade, Human trafficking, Human rights violation and social
disparities, Feminist ethics, Surrogacy/pregnancy. Ethics of media-Impact of
Newspapers, Television Movies and Internet.

Course Outcomes
1. Student will get knowledge of value education and medical ethics.
2. Student will get knowledge of the business and environment ethics.
3. Gaining knowledge of the social ethics.
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Semester-III
Core
Title of the course:Credit -4
Course Code no.301
Bhartiya Kavya Shastra Ki Parampara
Internal Marks-20
End Semester Examination Marks:-80


Course Objective
1. Student will be able to know the main poetics traditions of Sanskrit, with their
principles of poetry, its trends, types, norms, traditions, values and importance of
poetics.
2. Student will be able to get knowledge of Sanskrit poetics as traditional poetics and
its development in Pali, Prakrit, Appabramsha and Hindi poetics.
3. Sanskrit poetics was developed as tradition of Hindi in ancient and medieval
period, especial reference to post medieval Aacharyyas.
4. Student will be able to know thinkers of poetics in ancient and medieval period
especial reference to Bhaktikaleen, Ritikaleen poets and Aacharyas.

 Core-Mandatory-301
I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.



Course Outcomes
1. Knowledge of the Achary tradition of Sanskrit poetics and the main principles of
poetry soul.
2. Student will be familiar with the poetic theory of Sanskrit, Pali, Prakrit,
Apabramsha and Hindi with their ideological trends of modern literary
personalities.
3. Knowledge of ideological thinking of poetry, as principals of poetics in ancient,
medieval and modern period of post independence era.
4. Knowledge of writings of poetics by Acharyas, poets in ancient and medieval
period.
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Core
Course Code no.302
Internal Marks-20


Semester-III
Title of the course:Credit -4
Hindi Kavya Shastra Ka Vikash
End Semester Examination Marks:-80

Course Objective
1. Poetic development in modern Hindi from pre independence to contemporary
period especial developed by great Aacharyas of Hindi with their writings and
ideological conceptual development of modern poetics.
2. Poetic development of Bhartiya aur Divedi yugeen literatry personalities and their
writings.
3. Contribution of shuklayugin, shuklottar, romantic poets, thinkers and Aacharya in
Poetics.
4. Poetics development by prograssive writers, post colonial poets and literary
personalities.

 Core-Mandatory-302
I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.



Course Outcomes
1. Student will get knowledge of thinking of modern writers, about the creativity, its
aspects, responsibilities of writers, values of writing.
2. Student will known the contribution of writing and justification of creativities etc.,
by development of theoretical criticism in the base of modern ideological and
philosophical.
3. Student will get knowledge of poetic developed by great Aacharyas of Hindi by
their writings and ideological conceptual development of modern poetics.
4. Student will be able to know the poetic development of pre independent and post
colonial period ie romantic poets, thinkers, prograssive writers, contemporary
poets and literary personalities.
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Generic Elective
Course Code no.303A
Internal Marks-20


Semester-III
Title of the course:Credit -4
Dalit Sahitya
End Semester Examination Marks:-80

Course Objective
1. Student will be familiar with the concept of dalit Literature and movement.
2. Student will be familiar with the characteristics of dalit literature, the ideological
strength and philosophical power.
3. Dalit literature will be familiar with the problems of writing of history.
4. Student will be familiar with different types of dalit Literature ie poetry and prose,
novel, short stories, autobiography etc.

 Generic Elective-Opt.II-303 A
I.

II.

III.

IV.
V.



Course Out Comes
1. Student will get to know the concept of dalit literature and literary movements,
with philosophical base and its consciousness.
2. Student will get knowledge with the characteristics of dalit literature, ideological
strength and philosophical power.
3. Student will get knowledge of traditional concept of dalit literature and the
problems writing its own history.
4. Student will get knowledge of dalit literature in different form, its writers and
literary trends like novel, short stories drama, one act play and autobiography etc.
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Generic Elective
Course Code no.303B
Internal Marks-20


Semester-III
Title of the course:Credit -4
Aadivasi Sahitya
End Semester Examination Marks:-80

Course Objective
1. Student will be familiar with the concept of trible literature and movement, values,
cultural and methical development.
2. Student will be familiar with the characteristics of trible literature i.e ideological
strength and philosophical power of trible culture.
3. Trible literature will be familiar with the problems of tribles life, culture, traditions
and languages.
4. Student will be familiar with different types of trible literature ie poetry, prose,
novel, short stories and autobiography etc.

 Generic Elective-Opt. II-303 B
I.

II.

III.
IV.
V.



Course Out Comes
1. Student will get knowledge with the concept of trible literature and literary
movements, philosophical base of trible literature and its consciousness.
2. Student will get knowledge with the characteristics of trible literature i.e
ideological strength and philosophical power.
3. Student will get knowledge of traditional concept of trible literature and the
problems writing its own history.
4. Student will get knowledge of trible literature in different form, its writers and
literary trends like novel, short stories drama, one act play and autobiography etc.
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Generic Elective
Course Code no.303C
Internal Marks-20

Semester-III
Title of the course:Credit -4
Narivadi Sahitya
End Semester Examination Marks:-80

 Course Objective
1.
2.
3.
4.

To know the nature of feminist thoughts and writings in Hindi.
To know the various dimensions of feminist thoughts in Hindi.
To know the position and direction of female personalities in Hindi.
To understand the literature of feminist writers like poetry, prose, short story,
novel and autobiography etc.

 Generic Elective-Opt. II-303 C
I.

II.

III.
IV.
V.



Course Out Comes
1. Student will get the knowledge of nature of feminist thoughts and writings in Hindi.
2. Student will get the knowledge of the various dimensions of feminist thoughts in
Hindi.
3. Student will get the knowledge of the position and direction of female personalities.
4. Student will get an opportunity to understand the literature like poetry, prose, short
stories, novels and autobiography of feminist writers.
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Generic Elective
Course Code no.303D
Internal Marks-20


Semester-III
Title of the course:Credit -4
Pravasi Sahitya
End Semester Examination Marks:-80

Course Objective
1.
2.
3.
4.

To know the nature of literature thoughts and writings in Hindi by NRI.
To know the various dimensions of NRI literary thoughts in Hindi.
To know the position and direction of NRI personalities in Hindi.
To understand the literature of NRI writers like poetry, prose, short story, novel
and autobiography etc.

 Generic Elective-Opt. II-303 D
I.

II.

III.
IV.
V.



Course Out Comes
1. Student will get the knowledge of nature of NRI thoughts and writing skill in
Hindi
2. Student will get the knowledge of the various dimensions of NRI thought in
Hindi.
3. Student will get the knowledge of the position and direction of NRI personalities.
4. Student will get an opportunity to understand the literature like poetry, prose, short
stories, novels and autobiography of NRI writings in Hindi.
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Semester-III
Skill Oriented
Title of the course:Credit -4
Course Code no.304
Bhash Shikshan ke Sidhanta aur Proyog
Internal Marks-20
End Semester Examination Marks:-80


Course objective
1. Student will be able to know the meanings, types, process, methods and
importance of language teaching.
2. Student will get knowledge of definitions, types, branches, tools of language
teaching along with the various problems, solutions and linguistics issues in
particular field.
3. Student will be able to understand the nature, types, principles, importance and
uses of term of language teaching in practice.
4. Student will be able to get knowledge of different types, features and constructions
of language teaching in different level in practical.

 Skill Oriented Course-Mandatory-304I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.



Course out comes
1. Student will get the knowledge of forms, process and methods of language
teaching.
2. Student will gain the knowledge of types of language teaching as well as problems
of the same.
3. Student will acquire the knowledge of language teaching, tools and various
branches of language teaching.
4. Student will know the principle of construction, nature and importance of language
teaching in practical.
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Semester-III
Title of the course:Credit -4
Vyavaharik Hindi Vyakaram
End Semester Examination Marks:-80

Open Elective
Course Code no.305 A
Internal Marks-20


Course Objective
1. To know the nature and word wealth of Hindi language.
2. To Know the Devanagari script, sound, vowels and consonants.
3. Knowing sentence, gender, words, factor and meaning of Hindi tenses.

 Open Elective-Opt.I-305 A
I.
II.
III.
IV.

V.



Course Outcomes
1. Student will get the knowledge of nature and word wealth of Hindi language.
2. Student will get the knowledge of the Devanagari scruipt, sound, vowels and
consonants.
3. Student will gain knowledge of the Hindi sentence, gender, words, factor and
meaning of Hindi tenses.

Open Elective
Course Code no.305 B
Internal Marks-20


Semester-III
Title of the course:Credit -4
Hindi Sahitya Ke Nirmatha
End Semester Examination Marks:-80

Course Objective
1. To know about Amir khusro, Vidyapati and Kibeer as social reformer in Hindi.
2. To know about Jayasi, Surdash and Tulasidas as great writers of Hindi literature.
3. Knowing the characteristics of Mirabai, Raskhan, Rahim and Bihari as poets.

 Open Elective-Opt.I-305 B
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.



Course Outcomes
1. Student will get the knowledge of Ameer Khusro, Vidhayapati, Kabir, and Jayasi.
2. Student will learn about the medieval poets-Sur, Tulsi, Meera, Raskhan, Rahim,
Bhihari and importance of their poetries.
3. Student will be able to get the knowledge of ancient and medieval poets and poetry,
especial reference to Bhakti movement.
4. Student will be able to get information regarding literary trends, developed in pre
modern period.
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Core
Course Code no.401
Internal Marks-20


Semester-IV
Title of the course:Credit -4
Bharatiya Tulnatmak Sahitya
End Semester Examination Marks:-80

Course objective
1. Student will get the knowledge of comparative Indian literature with definitions,
concept, nature and importance.
2. Student will be able to know the developments of comparative Indian literature along
with the literary movements, cultural traditions, social reformations and historical
activity.
3. Student will get the knowledge of ideological, philosophical, ethical, linguistically and
sociological base of comparative Indian literature.
4. Student will be able to know the different stages, trends, traditions, linguistically
discourses, ideological and philosophical conciseness, historical reflections of literary
and cultural movements.

 Core-Mandatory-401
I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.



Course-Out-comes
1. Student will get information about the comparative Indian literature, its concept
and form of Indian literature and various stages of development.
2. Student will able to understand the problem of writing, devotional consciousness
of comparative Indian literature with cultural features and influencing thoughts.
3. Knowledge of national independence movements, renaissance, romanticism,
realism, progressivism and post colonial realistic consciousness reflected in
comparative Indian literature.
4. In comparative Indian literature, the knowledge of democratic values, subaltern
studies with their philosophy, movement of social reformation and identity in
literature.
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Semester-IV
Core
Title of the course:Credit -4
Course Code no.402
Paschatya Samiksha Shashtra
Internal Marks-20
End Semester Examination Marks:-80


Course objective
1. Student will get the knowledge regarding philosophical and ideological
development of pre Plato’s period in western criticism by Greek thinkers.
2. Student will be able to know the trends of western criticism from Plato to I.A.
Richards.
3. Student will understand classical, neo classical, new criticism, romantic and
realistic critical theories in modern period.
4. Student will be able to know about Marxist, psychologist, existentialistic and post
modern critical theories in western criticism.

 Core-Mandatory-402
I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.



Course Out Comes
1. Student will get the knowledge of Plato’s pre period and introduction to Greak
thinkers.
2. Student will get the knowledge of western criticism from Plato to post modernist
period.
3. Student will get an introduction to all types of modern literary critical theories and
thinkers.
4. Student will get the knowledge of historical, philosophical development of western
criticism by the different thinkers of various fields of knowledge and disciplines.
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Generic Elective
Course Code no.403 A
Internal Marks-20


Semester-IV
Title of the course:Credit -4
Anudit Bhartiya Sahitya
End Semester Examination Marks:-80

Course objective
1. Student will get the knowledge of translated poetry of Indian languages with
meaning, types, process, methods and importance.
2. Student will be able to know the developments of translated short stories of Indian
languages along with definitions, various problems, solutions and linguistics issues
in particular field.
3. Student will get the knowledge of translated novels and dramas of Indian
languages with ideological, philosophical, ethical, linguistically and sociological
base.
4. Student will be able to know the different stages, trends, traditions, linguistically
discourses, ideological, philosophical conciseness and historical reflections of
translation of thinking with literary and cultural movements.

 Generic Elective-Opt.II-403 A
I.

II.

III.
IV.
V.



Course-Out-comes
1. Student will get the information about translated Indian literature, its concept, form
of Indian literature and various stages of development.
2. Student will be able to understand the problem of writing, devotional
consciousness of translated Indian literature with cultural features and influencing
thoughts.
3. Knowledge of national independent movements, renaissance, romanticism,
realism, progressivism and post colonial realistic consciousness reflected in
translated Indian literature.
4. In translated Indian literature the knowledge of democratic values, subaltern
studies, their philosophy, movement for social reformation and identity in
literature.
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Generic Elective
Course Code no.403 B
Internal Marks-20


Semester-IV
Title of the course:Credit -4
Asmitamulak Sahitya Vimarsha
End Semester Examination Marks:-80

Course Objective
1. Student will be able to aware of contemporary criticism, its subjects, issues raised
by their writers and critics.
2. Student will be able to know the definitions, trends, types, importance and values
of contemporary criticism of Hindi.
3. Student will be able to understand the nature of theoretical, ideological, historical
development of contemporary criticism.
4. Student will get the knowledge of Hindi criticism, its trends, major critics and their
writings.

 Generic Elective-Opt.II- 403 B
I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.



Course out- comes
1. Knowledge of contemporary criticism of dalit, femanist and trible literary trends.
2. Knowledge of contemporary criticism, its tread, philosophical background,
ideological development and historical process.
3. Knowledge of contemporary criticism of Hindi writers, their trends, philosophical
and critical theoretical development, practical criticism and its values implemented
by different critics.
4. Knowledge of major critical trends, their critics, writing of criticism and their
contribution in development of contemporary criticism.
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Generic Elective
Course Code no.403 C
Internal Marks-20


Semester-IV
Title of the course:Credit -4
Sahitya ka Tulanathmak Adhyayan
End Semester Examination Marks:-80

Course Objective
1. The nature of comparative literature and the method of teaching will be introduced.
2. Get acquainted with the nature and problems of comparative literature and study.
3. Study of comparative literature, research work and role of translation will be
introduced.
4. Student will get an opportunity to for comparative study of Hindi and Telugu poetry,
short stories, novels, dramas and biography etc.

 Generic Elective-Opt.II-403 C
I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.



Course Out Come
1. Student will get the knowledge of study of comparative literature with different
methods, nature and problem of comparative literature and studies.
2. Student will be able to know the study of comparative literature, research work and the
role of translation etc.
3. Student will gain the knowledge of comparative study of Hindi-Telugu literature.
4. Student will get the knowledge of Hindi and Telugu literary trends and types of
literature like novel, short stories, dramas, essays and subaltern studies of literature.
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Semester-IV
Generic Elective
Title of the course:Credit -4
Course Code no.403 D
Anusandhan Ke Siddhanth aur Dristiya
Internal Marks-20
End Semester Examination Marks:-80


Course Objective
1. Know the nature, directions, types and methods of research like sociological, regional,
textual, serveable, linguistic, poetics, comparative and psychological.
2. To know the methods of selecting topic and collection of material, preparing of notes,
writing and arrangement of thesis,
3. Knowing about the interview, short notes, using of library, methods of preparing the
notes, modification of thesis, editing, presenting, and writing of conclusion.
4. Knowing the critical theories using in research, research in literature, logistical,
linguist problems of research and searching the solutions in research.

 Generic Elective-Opt.II-403 D
I.

II.

III.

IV.
V.



Course Outcomes
1. Student will get the knowledge of nature, directions, types and methods of research
like sociological, regional, textual, linguistic, poetics, comparative and
psychological.
2. Student will know the methods of selecting topic, collection of material, preparing
of notes, writing and arrangement of thesis.
3. Student will get the knowledge of interview, preparing of short notes, using of
library, methods of preparing the notes, modification of thesis, editing, presenting,
and writing of conclusion.
4. Student will be able to know the using of critical theories in research of literature,
logistical, linguist problems of research and searching the solutions in research.
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Semester-IV
Multidisciplinary
Title of the course:Credit -4
Course Code no.404
Antar Jananushasnatmak Drushtiya aur
Pravidhiya
Internal Marks-20
End Semester Examination Marks:-80


Course Objective
1. Knowing the poetics, spiritual, mythological, materialist, realist, romantics, and views
of study of literature.
2. Knowing about the sociological, historical, aesthetical and psychological vision.
3. Knowing the new critical, modernist, post modernist, structural and post structural
critical theories and views.
4. Knowing the linguistics, stylistics, comparative, democratic, Ambedkaritic, feministic,
colonial, post colonial, Gandian and humanitarian view of literature.

 Multidisciplinary Course-404
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.



Course Outcomes
1. Student will know the poetics, spiritual, mythological, materialist, realist, romantics
and views of study of literature.
2. Student will be able to get Knowledge of sociological, historical, aesthetical and
psychological vision of literature.
3. Students will know about the new critical, modernist and post modernist, structural
and post structural view of literature.
4. Student will understand the linguistics, stylistics, comparative, democratic,
Ambedkarist, feministic, colonial and post colonial, Gandhian and humanitarian view
of literature.
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Open Elective
Course Code No.405 A
Internal Marks-20


Semester-IV
Title of the course:Credit -4
Manak Hindi Aur Devnagari Lipi
End Semester Examination Marks:-80

Course Objective
1. Knowing the standard Hindi form, design, vocabulary, sound, composition,
vocabulary and sentence ideas.
2. Know the development, use of Devanagari script in writing and formation of technical
terminology.
3. Student will know about the standardization of Hindi language and grammar, use of
Hindi language in oral and writing.

 Open Elective-Opt.I-405 A
I.

II.
III.
IV.
V.



Course Outcomes
1. Student will get the knowledge of Hindi forms, designs, vocabulary and sound
composition and spelling problem.
2. Student will get the knowledge of formation of terminology, to know the development
and use of Devnagari script in practice.
3. Student will know about the standard of Hindi, relation with grammar, use of Hindi
language in oral and writing both levels.

Open Elective
Course CodeNo.405 B
Internal Marks-20


Semester-IV
Title of the course:Credit -4
Adhunik Hindi Sahitya Ke Nirmata
End Semister Examination Marks:-80

Course Objective
1. To know the literary personalities of modern Hindi.
2. To get the knowledge of writing of Hindi poets and writers.
3. Getting to know the issues of literature and social relevance of their writings.

 Open Elective-Opt.I-405 B
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.



Course Outcomes
1. Student will get the knowledge of the writer of modern Hindi.
2. Student will get the knowledge of the Hindi writers and their writings.
3. Student will be able to know about different trends of literature with writers.
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Sri Venkateswara University
College of Arts, Department of Hindi
Tirupati-517502.A.P

Program Outcomes (POs)
Programme-M.A. Hindi
 Objectives-

1. To understand the literature of Hindi and as well as to opt Hindi language for research
work in different areas either at individual level or comparative level to Indian
languages and literature.
2. To comprehend the language structure of Hindi and obtain the opportunity to utilize
Hindi language in the field of journalism and Mass communication, should able to act
as journalist in the non-Hindi speaking region to acquire the local news which is to be
presentable at National level.
3. To be able to use Hindi as official language and acquire the language skills to work as
an officer in different areas such as Govt. semi Govt. private and corporate sector
which can be either at state level or at national level.
4. To know the Translation method of Hindi from different languages and to get an
eligibility to work as Translator in Hindi from other Languages either in official or
non-official level.
5. To understand the Hindi language and knowledge of Hindi literature to get an ability
to teach Hindi as language or literature in different levels, i.e. in School, College and
University as teacher.
6. To acquire knowledge of language and literature to qualify different public
examinations such as Civil Services, Group I & II Examinations, UGC-JRF, NET,
SET, Hindi Translators and Hindi Officers Exams etc. to get an opportunity to serve
the society and nation.
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Programme Specific Outcomes (PSOs)
The Department of Hindi offering 38 courses to develop language skills,
knowledge of Hindi literature written by Hindi Scholars from all over country and as well
as around the world. Where capacity of Translation professional behavior of Official
language and field of Journalism and Mass Communications are also critical ability for
analysis of the literature and further research work.
In the two years M.A. Hindi program, students has to read 12 Core papers out of
38 Courses, which are mandatory for all. Other than Core Courses student has to opt any
one out of three compulsory foundations and one from two Elective Foundation along
with additional Audit Course for Zero credits in I and II semesters.
In III and IV semester student has to opt two Generic Elective Course out of four in
each semester, along with Mandatory paper of Skill Oriented and Multidisciplinary
Course in each semester, and they has to opt minimum one Open Elective from other
discipline offered by other department in both semesters.
M.A. program offered by department of Hindi is going to cover 12 Core Courses, 2
Compulsory foundation, 2 Elective Foundation, 2 Audit Course, 4 Generic Elective, one
Skill Oriented and One Multidisciplinary Course and 2 Open Elective
(12+2+2+4+1+1+2=24x4=96 Credits) majorly four field of Hindi Knowledge ie History,
Language, Literature, Philosophy other than Audit Course.
 In New syllabus department offering Job oriented Course which will help to pass
all types of Competitive exams in state and National level along with further study
for research work.
 Department has fully adopted the syllabus of UGC to pass all types of
examinations in different level and get job opportunity in Hindi field.
 The Programme is covered Regional and International Literature along with the
literature of Hindi for development of National Integrity, introduced the course on
Translated Indian Literature, Comparative Indian Literature course along with
Literature of Dalit, Tribal and Women for development of understanding of
Socio-cultural scenario.
 To cover regional Importance of Culture and Literature. Department is offering a
course on Hindi Literature of Andhra for understanding the contribution of Telugu
speaking Hindi writers of Andhra Pradesh, along with Study of Comparative
Literature course.
 To know the writing skill of NRI writers and contribution of them towards Hindi
title we introduced a course called Pravasi Literature for understanding the
International writing of Hindi.
 To understand the Hindi Language in historical, Philosophical and Practical way
and also Literature of Hindi in all types such as Poetry, Prose, Novel, short stories,
Drama and One Act Play, Essays, Criticism, Autobiography, etc.
 Department introduced program to understand Philosophy of Hindi Language and
Literature, Indian and Western poetics, Modern Literary Critical theories and
literary movements.
 Department is offered course to learn the History of Hindi Language and
Literature-Old, Medieval and Modern Period to present time and Indian
Comparative Literature.
 Human Values and Ethics-two Common papers implemented by the guidance of
university adopted syllabus as per the guidance of university and prepared by the
dept. of Philosophy.
 Department of Hindi offering two papers as External Elective for other department
student, coming from different discipline to learn the language and Literature of
Hindi in general.
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Course Outcomes (COs)
Summery
























The Department of Hindi offering M.A. Programme with 38 courses for 96 Credits. Each
course divided in to 5 units for the convenient of teaching and study.
Each paper carry 4 credit with 20 marks for Internal and 80 marks for Semester End
Examination.
In this programme dept. divided 38 papers especially in 4 Major disciplines, to know, to
learn and to get knowledge of Language, Literature, Philosophy and History with major
concept.
Department is offering four Core, one Compulsory Foundation and one Elective
Foundation addition to Audit Course in I and II semester.
In III and IV semester student has to study 4 core courses, 4 Generic Elective, one Skill
Oriented Course and One Multidisciplinary Course compulsorily, other than Open
Elective opted from different discipline offered by other departments.
Offering as belowCourse no. 101 and 201 related to History of Hindi Literature, In Course no.102, 103,104
and 105A student has to read Old, Medieval, Modern and Contemporary Hindi Poetry
with present scenario.
In Course no. 202, 203, 204,205A & B are given the opportunity to read Hindi Prose in
different manner like- Novel, Short Stories, Drama, One act play, Essays and Criticism,
Autobiography.
Other than above literature courses, Course no. 205C, 303A, B, C, D, 401, 403A related to
Subaltern studies, Literature of Dalit, Tribal, Feminist, International Hindi and Translated
Indian Literature, Comparative Indian Literature and special reference to study of
Comparative Literature of Hindi and Telugu.
Course no. 105B & C, 403B is formed on the base of Major Literary Movement with
Sociological, Historical, Philosophical, Ideological, Ethical, Psychological, Phonological
and Linguistically background and movement of the Hindi Literature.
Course no.204, 301, 302,402, 403B and 404 is related to Literary Movement and Modern
Literary Critical theories with trends, values, aims and importance with their major
concepts of Literature in Indian and Western Poetics, especial reference to Hindi Poetics
developed form 10th century, literary critical theories and critics, their writing and
contribution like Sociological, Historical,
Philosophical, Ideological, Ethical,
Psychological, Phonological and Linguistically, metrical, methodological, moralistic,
Marxist, modernist and post modernist covered by colonial and post colonial scenario.
Addition to above courses, department offering non Literature courses no.106A&B
206A&B 304,403D for developing language skill to work in different field of Hindi to
cover linguistic, Hindi language, official language, Journalism and Mass communications,
Translation theory and practical in official and Non official level for regular learners and
researchers.
Course no 107 and 207 in first and second semester students are studying Human Values
and Professional Ethics-I and II, as per the guidance of University and syllabus papered by
dept. of Philosophy for Zero Credit.
Course no. 305 and 405 in III and IV semester department offering with multiple choices
as External Elective for other department students, who were coming from different
disciple to learn Hindi Language and Literature with grammar of Hindi Language and get
Hindi Computer and Software knowledge.
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